Abstract. Various topics in and around Goldstone Boson Production and Decay in CHPT are discussed, in particular I describe some of the progress in p 6 Chiral Perturbation Theory Calculations, the progress in calculating hadronic contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment, here comparing the two latest results of the light-by-light in some detail. I also present some progress in various η and K decays and their relevance for CHPT. Abstract. Various topics in and around Goldstone Boson Production and Decay in CHPT are discussed, in particular I describe some of the progress in p 6 Chiral Perturbation Theory Calculations, the progress in calculating hadronic contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment, here comparing the two latest results of the light-by-light in some detail. I also present some progress in various η and K decays and their relevance for CHPT.
Introduction
Most of the other talks at this conference contained a rather well defined topic. This talk was left somewhat undefined and I have therefore taken the liberty of covering topics where there has been a lot of progress since the last Chiral Dynamics Workshop and which were not covered by any of the other plenary talks.
Chiral Dynamics and, espescially, Chiral Perturbation Theory (CHPT) are the main topic in this meeting. It has been introduced by Jürg Gasser (Gasser 1997 ) and the variant relevant for the case of a small quark condensate by Jan Stern (Stern 1997) . In this talk I will only cover the standard case. See Stern's talk for references to the nonstandard case.
There is also a large overlap between this talk and the presentation of the working group with the same name ). I will refer to that talk whenever appropriate. This talk consists of 3 main parts : an overview of the progress in CHPT at order p 6 in the mesonic sector, a discussion of the relevant chiral dynamics for the hadronic contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moment and a few selected K and η decays.
In section 2 I discuss the presently done full two-loop calculations. In the two flavour, up and down quark, sector there exist quite a few calculations. The ππ scattering amplitude has been discussed both in a plenary talk (Ecker 1997) and by several contributions in one of the working groups (Meißner and Sevior 1997) . I therefore restrict myself to the three other calculations: γγ → π + π − (Bürgi 1996) , γγ → π 0 π 0 (Bellucci 1994 ) and π → eνγ (Bijnens and Talavera 1997) . In the three flavour case there exists calculations of the vector and axial-vector two-point functions (Golowich and Kambor 1995 , Golowich and Kambor 1996 , Golowich and Kambor 1997 and of a combination of vector form factors corresponding to Sirlin's theorem(Post and Schilcher 1997) .
Sect. 3 discusses the light-by-light scattering hadronic contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment. Here there are two recent calculations, (Hayakawa and Kinoshita 1997) and (Bijnens et al. 1996) . I compare the latest numbers of the various sub-contributions in both calculations and their estimated errors. The main remaining differences are in the way errors are included and in the estimate of one contribution where there is a large remaining model dependence.
The next section discusses a few Kaon decays. Here I will concentrate on the decays where chiral dynamics plays a large role. This section is basically a summary of my own and A. Pich's talk in the meeting on K-Physics in Orsay, June 1996 (Orsay 1996 .
Section 5 concentrates on two η decays. η → πππ as a test of chiral dynamics and as input for one quark mass ratio, and η → π 0 γγ as a window on high order CHPT contributions.
The last section summarizes the situation as reviewed in this talk.
2 Progress in the Mesonic Sector at order p 6 2.1 Two-flavour Calculations ππ As remarked earlier this has been covered by the plenary talk of G. Ecker (Ecker 1997) and in more detail by the contributions of Mikko Sainio and Marc Knecht in the ππ and πN working group (Meißner and Sevior 1997) .
Born term is the same as tree level scattering in Scalar Electro Dynamics and is known since a long time (Brodsky 1971) . Early experiments indicated a large enhancement near threshold over the Born approximation (Berger 1984) . To order p 4 there is one combination of coupling constants that contributes, L 9 + L 10 and there is also a loop contribution (Bijnens and Cornet 1988) . These do provide an enhancement around threshold but as not as large as (Berger 1984) indicated. These results were also used to get at the pion polarizabilities as discussed by (Holstein 1997 ). The p 6 calculations were performed by U. Bürgi (Bürgi 1996) . The number of diagrams is rather large but the final numerical difference is rather small. In Fig. 1 I show the more recent data (Boyer 1990 ) which do not indicate a large threshold enhancement, the Born, p 4 and p 6 result. The dotted line is the Born cross-section, the dashed line the p 4 result and the full line the p 6 contribution. The data shown are the Mark II data (Boyer 1990 ). The dispersive estimate of Donoghue and Holstein is the dashed-double-dotted line .
γγ → π 0 π 0 If we would have used current algebra, we would have gotten a very good "low energy theorem" for this process. The p 2 contribution obviously vanishes and there is also no contribution at order p 4 , for a modern proof in CHPT see (Bijnens and Cornet 1988) . The first contribution would have come from (Bürgi 1996) .
for the coefficient of this type of terms we would have obtained a cross-section of a few hundredths of a nanobarn. However, in this case it was obvious that the leading contribution would come from charged pion rescattering in the final state. When this process was calculated in CHPT to order p 4 this was also what was found Cornet 1988, Donoghue et al.1988) . The cross-section predicted in this fashion was found to be a few nanobarn. The experimental measurement afterwards (Marsiske 1990 ) obtained a cross section of this order but disagreed in shape and was higher near threshold. This disagreement could be understood in dispersive treatments (Pennington 1995, Donoghue and .
The calculation at order p 6 was the first full two-loop calculation in CHPT (Bellucci 1994) and showed the same near threshold enhancement. The result is shown in Fig. 2 . The reason for the large enhancement near threshold was obvious in the dispersive calculations. At tree level, there is large cancelation between the I = 0 and I = 2 amplitudes. The charged pion cross section has a positive interference and the neutral pion cross section vanishes. The two isospin final states have quite different final state interactions which are not too well described by tree level CHPT. This tree level is the contribution in the oneloop result while both the p 6 result and the dispersive calculations have a larger I = 0 ππ final state rescattering than the tree level result for it. The final state rescattering thus interferes with the large cancelation present in the neutral pion production, and while both amplitudes have fairly small corrections, as can be seen in the charged pion corrections, the sum can have large corrections. Both the dispersive calculations and the p 6 result agree with the Crystal Ball. The physical effect that creates the bending over towards the higher center of mass values is the same in both cases as well. It is the exchange in the t-channel of vector mesons. In the CHPT calculation this comes in via the estimate of the p 6 constants while in the dispersive calculations the vector meson contribution enters via the so-called left-hand cut.
Radiative Pion Decay or π + → ℓ + νγ This process serves as the input process for the combination L 9 + L 10 used earlier but it is also interesting in its own right. There are claims that the data cannot be explained by the standard V − A description of semi-leptonic weak decays (Bolotov 1990 ). The same data could have been explained by an unusually large momentum dependence of one of the form factors involved in this decay. This decay has three different contributions, there is the inner Bremsstrahlung-component, which is by definition given to all orders in CHPT in terms of the pion decay constant F π and there are two structure dependent form factors. The vector form factor is given to lowest order by the anomaly and is known to p 6 (Ametller 1993) . Here the p 6 calculation is only a one-loop calculation. For the pion case there are only small corrections. The axial-vector form-factor has at p 4 only a tree level contribution (Gasser and Leutwyler 1984) , but at two-loop order the loops do contribute (Bijnens and Talavera 1997) .
The estimate of the relevant p 6 constants is given by axial-vector exchange and turns out to be very small in the relevant phase space. Using the standard values of the renormalized couplings at the ρ-mass a sizable correction to the p 4 results is found. The uncertainty due to the uncertainty on the combination 2l 1 −l 2 is smaller than the uncertainty due to the choice of renormalization scale. The correction is not negligible despite the fact that the leading correction, the terms proportional to L 2 = log 2 (m π /µ) vanish in this case. The size of the various contributions are given in Table 1 for 3 different subtraction points. 
Three flavour results
The full list of counterterms has been derived for N f = 3 by (Fearing and Scherer 1996) and for general N f by Bijnens, Colangelo and Ecker.
The Vector-Vector two-point function This has been calculated in (Golowich and Kambor 1995) and numerically studied in more detail in (Golowich and Kambor 1996) . The quantity to be calculated here is
The calculation here is simpler since no "real" two-loop diagram needs to be calculated but the complexity of renormalization at two-loops still hits in its full complexity (Golowich and Kambor 1995) . The spectral function from this calculation is shown in Fig. 3 .
More important, this calculation can be used in various sum rules. This leads to predictions for differences of spectral functions in the up,down and strange sector (here in hyper-charge notation):
The numerical results are taken from (Golowich and Kambor 1996) . The expressions depend on 4 constants, L 9 and three combinations of p 6 constants P, Q and R. The two that can be determined via the sum rules agree well with the resonance estimate of the same quantities thus providing evidence that this method for estimating the constants also works at order p 6 . They have recently calculated also the AA two-point function and a similar numerical analysis is under way (Golowich and Kambor 1997) . This is discussed in ).
Other relevant references are the calculation of (Holdom, Lewis and Mendel 1994) for a two-loop vector two-point function without the renormalization aspects and the calculation by Maltman of the isospin breaking T (V 3 V 8 ) vector two-point function (Maltman 1996 ).
Sirlin's Theorem In (Sirlin 1979) it was proven that the combination
only starts at order (m s −m)
2 . An immediate consequence of this is that at t = 0 dependence on p 6 parameters exists, e.g. via terms of the type u µ u µ χ 2 + . But by powercounting, the t-dependence of these form-factors is at most t(m s −m), and the charge radius of the above combination thus has no contribution from terms in p 6 -Lagrangian. Caution must be taken here, the combination ∆(t) has large cancelations in it and we can thus expect large higher order corrections. That CHPT is well behaved for this quantity can be seen when comparing the size of the p 6 correction to the charge radius of ∆(t) with the individual charge radii of the combination.
The result is (Post and Schilcher 1997) 
The size of the p 6 correction is less than 10% of the largest terms so it is a nicely converging result. The present experimental precision is too low to significantly test this calculation.
Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment
There is a new experiment on the muon anomalous magnetic moment, a µ = (g − 2)/2, planned at BNL (E821-BNL). They aim at a precision in a µ of 4 · 10 −10 , to be compared with the present precision of 84 ·10 −10 from the CERN experiment.
The main aim is to unambiguously detect the weak gauge boson loops and put constraints on possible other contributions. We therefore need to determine the contributions from the strong interaction with great precision. There are three hadronic contributions relevant at the present level of precision, the hadronic vacuum polarization, the higher order vacuum polarization and the light-by-light contribution. The first two depend on the same integral over the hadronic vector spectral function which can be measured in tau decays and in electron-positron collisions. The latest determination is in (Alemany 1997) and is also discussed in some detail in (Bijnens et al. 1997) . Here the main need is for more precise experiments in the rho mass region in order to bring the error down to the precision of the BNL experiment. Theoretical estimates of this quantity are accurate to about 25% (de Rafael 1994 , Pallante 1994 .
The light-by-light contribution is more of a problem, it cannot be related to experiments in a simple way and has therefore to be evaluated in a theoretical framework. The relevant quantity is an hadronic four-point function so lattice QCD determinations are probably some time into the future. This quantity has been calculated recently by two groups with the following recent history: (all in units of 10 −10 ) −3.6 ± 1.6 (Hayakawa et al. 1995) ; −5.2 ± 1.8 (Hayakawa et al. 1996) and −7.9 ± 1.5(Hayakawa and Kinoshita 1997) (7) −11 ± 5 (Bijnens et al. 1995 ) and − 9.2 ± 3.2 (Bijnens et al. 1996) . (8) The two results are in fact in quite good agreement with each other on the total value and on the error but they differ in the error combining. The reasons for the change in the numbers are for (7): first a change in the model coupling pseudoscalar mesons (P) to two photons, and for the second change the inclusion of the η ′ and a small change with the P γγ coupling because of the measured CLEO P γγ * form factor. For (8) the change was a change in the P γγ coupling to agree better with the preliminary CLEO data (following a suggestion of Kinoshita).
The three different type of contributions to the light-by-light diagram, different in chiral and N c counting are (in units of 10 −10 ): first (7), second (8) π 0 , η and η ′ exchange −8.3 ± 0.65 −8.5 ± 1.3 Good axial+scalar exchange −0.17 −0.93 ± 0.03 quark loop 1.0 ± 1.1 2.1 ± 0.3 Good The ENJL model used for (8) here tends to mix these two contributions, therefore only the sum can be compared between (7) and (8) The pseudoscalar exchange contribution we agree on extremely well. The error in (Bijnens et al. 1996) was chosen larger because we only have tested the models with one photon off-shell, while both photons off-shell contribute also significantly. For the 2nd contribution the error estimate went the other way, in (Hayakawa et al. 1996) , there is the freedom of the quark mass, in (Bijnens et al. 1996) a good matching between long and short distance was observed and hence a smaller error chosen. The main difference is really in the last contribution where two different but equivalently good chiral models were chosen for the relevant γ * γ * ππ coupling. Both models are chirally invariant and satisfy the correct chiral identities when the off-shellness is extrapolated to the rho-meson pole. In my opinion we should therefore choose the error such that it includes both models.
In conclusion, in order to improve the present situation we need data on the couplings of one and two pseudoscalar mesons to two photons with both photons off-shell.
Kaon decays
This section can be found more extensively in the talks by J. Bijnens and A. Pich in (Orsay 1996) . CP -violation and ε ′ /ε are also covered in great detail in those proceedings and I will therefore not treat them here. Extensive treatments can also be found in (Maiani 1995) .
Semi-leptonic Kaon Decays
K l3 : K → πeν, K → πµν the main problem here is that we need improvement in the experimental situation on the slope of the scalar form factor. It should also be remembered that these decays are our main source of knowledge of the Cabibbo angle, or of V us , and thus deserve very accurate measurements. K l2γ this decay is similar to the pion radiative decay discussed above and has similar characteristics. The vector form factor is a test of the anomaly and an accurate measurement of this would be an independent measurement of quark mass effects in anomalous amplitudes. At present the only place where this occurs is in η decays and there the question is entangled with ηη ′ mixing. The vector Form factor is known to p 6 (Ametller 1993) assuming very small direct quark mass effects. The axial vector form factor depends on L 9 + L 10 and is thus predicted from the pion decay. Given the corrections seen there at order p 6 the prediction for this form-factor has an expected error of about 30%.
Here again everything is known to order p 4 , there are large enhancement for the modes involving electrons over the inner Bremsstrahlung amplitude and there is good agreement with experiment but the experimental errors are fairly large.
K l4 This decay has been discussed in the framework of obtaining new accurate values of the ππ phase shifts. It should not be forgotten that the absolute values of the 4 form-factors are themselves also of interest. They provide additional input for the parameters of CHPT while at the same time providing tests of CHPT (Bijnens et al. 1994) . By measuring all the channels one can also test the isospin assumptions underlying the present theory calculations.
K l3γ The p 4 correction is rather small due to a cancelation between the "counterterm" and the loop contributions. This cancelation is in fact necessary to obtain agreement with the measurement of (3.61 ± 0.014 ± 0.021) · 10 −3 (Leber 1996) . The tree level, p 4 prediction is 3.6, 3.8 in the same units ).
Kππ, K → πππ
This has been discussed extensively by Maiani and Paver in (Maiani 1995) . As was realized in (Kambor et al. 1992 ) the p 4 calculations leave in fact a series of relations between various slope parameters in K → 3π when the K → 2π and 3π rates are used as input. These relations provide stringent tests of Chiral Perturbation Theory in this sector and need to be tested so our predictions for CP violating effects can be refined. At present the agreement is satisfactory but especially in the ∆I = 3/2 sector the experimental precision is rather poor.
Rare K decays
This area has been the scene of some of the major successes of CHPT, but there are also some problem cases.
K S → γγ This is a parameter-free CHPT prediction at order p 4 (Goity 1987, D'Ambrosio and Espriu 1986) . The experimental measurement of a Branching Ratio of (2.4 ± 0.9) × 10 −6 (Barr 1995 ,Burkhardt 1987 agrees extremely well with the prediction of 2.0 × 10 −6 .
there is an exact cancelation between these two contributions. As a consequence the predictions is very sensitive to higher order effects and this decay is not really under theoretical control yet.
This decay is also a parameter-free prediction at order p 4 (Ecker et al. 1987, Capiello and D'Ambrosio 1988) . he predicted rate at p 4 is a branching ratio of 0.67 × 10 −6 to be compared with the measured one of 1.70 × 10 −6 (Barr 1992 , Papadimitriou 1991 . But the phase space distribution is clustered at high γγ masses contrary to Vector meson Dominance model predictions and agrees well with the CHPT prediction as shown in Fig. 4 .
There are two p 6 effects expected, unitarity corrections and Vector meson Exchange contributions. The former make the distribution steeper and the latter flatter and they both increase the rate. It is possible to get agreement with both the rate and the spectrum with reasonable estimates of these contributions, see the contribution by A Pich in (Orsay 1996) and references therein.
η-decays

η → 3π
There are three questions here in the theory :
The Decay Rate The order p 2 contribution was calculated a long time ago by Cronin and is about 66 eV . This should be compared with the Particle Data Group width of 280 ± 28 eV . The p 4 corrections were calculated (Gasser and Leutwyler 1985) and were large, leading to about 167 ± 50 eV . There are two reasons for this large correction: ηη ′ mixing and final state rescattering. The former should be adequately dealt with at the 10% level but the final state corrections could be large. These have been evaluated independently by two groups using dispersive methods (Kambor et al. 1996, Anisovich and Leutwyler 1996) , earlier references can be found in these papers. The p 4 calculation is used to determine the subtraction constants. The Dalitz plot parameters are used as constraints on the calculation. This leads to a value of 209 ± 20 eV for the decay width. So, with a slightly large value of (m d −m u )/(m s −m) we reproduce nicely the observed decay rate. This slightly larger value of that quark mass ration was in fact expected from calculated large deviations from Dashen's theorem Wyler 1993, Bijnens 1993 ) and a large number of more recent references. One can now turn in fact the argument around and the decay rate of η → 3π has become the most accurate source of information on that quark mass ratio. Electromagnetic corrections to the decay rate have since been found to be small as expected from current algebra arguments (Baur 1996) and (Bramon 1996) . r The lowest order prediction for the ratio r is 1.53, the p 4 prediction 1.43 and the dispersive calculations lead to 1.41 ± 0.03. The Particle Data Group quotes 1.36 ± 0.05. More precise measurements of this quantity as an important check on the dispersive calculations are therefore welcome.
Dalitzplot The Dalitzplot is parametrized as 1 + ay + by 2 + cx 2 for the charged decay and as 1 + g(x 2 + y 2 ) for the neutral decay. The next-to-leading order prediction (Gasser and Leutwyler 1985) and the dispersive results together with the available experimental results are given in Table 2 . The last line are new results to be published but cited in (Amsler 1997) . As is obvious from the table the agreement is reasonable but an increase in precision is definitely welcome, given that these numbers are important for determining the quark mass ratio mentioned above.
η → π 0 γγ
This decay provides a window on rather high order CHPT effects. The loop effects at p 4 and p 6 are suppressed by either heavy intermediate states or G −
Conclusions
There is nice progress at the p 6 front in various processes. The light-by-light contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment is understood to the precision needed for the future BNL experiment but lowering the error by a factor of 2 would be desirable. The latter requires experimental input on processes with two photons off-shell, both γ * γ * → π 0 , η, η ′ and γ * γ * → π + π − . In Kaon and η decays there is a lot of experimental and theoretical progress. In this talk I have only covered a small part of the possible decays and CHPT tests in this area.
